Subject: Multiple Load Lines

Addressed to: Owners/Operators/Companies of Portuguese Ships, Recognized Organizations, Masters of Portuguese Flag Vessels

1. Objective

The purpose of this circular is to inform that this Administration accepts the provision of more than one International Load Line Certificate on Portuguese flagged ships as well as giving guidelines and ensure correct procedures when assigning and using multiple load lines.

2. Compliance with rules in all circumstances

   a) The use of multiple load lines is conditional upon all safety-related requirements being met for the maximum deadweight corresponding to the least freeboard determined for the ship and shown on the certificates issued;

   b) Safety standards are to be maintained regardless of the deadweight in use.

3. Initial survey and Load Line marks

   a) The initial survey shall be carried out by a surveyor from a Recognized Organization (RO);

   b) The survey will assure the compliance with the rules, as mentioned above, and the correct marking of the load lines corresponding to the certificates to be issued;

   c) Each set of Load Line marks corresponding to the certificates shall be permanently marked on the ship’s side and verified;

   d) Only the set of Load Line marks corresponding to the least freeboard assigned shall normally show the full grid markings. The additional increased freeboards shall be marked as “all seasons”, and only the Load Line Mark and the Fresh Water Load Line need be marked, cf. ICLL 66, regulation 6(6). However, in individual cases and at the discretion of the owner, a full grid of density and seasonal load lines may be marked;
e) Upon completion of the survey the surveyor shall advice the Master of his responsibilities related to the management of the multiple load lines certificates, providing him with the Load Line Certificates issued.

4. Master responsibilities
   a) The Master must ensure that at any moment only one set of Load Line marks is visible and the corresponding Load Line Certificate is used. The remaining Load Line marks are to be effectively painted out and the other Load Line Certificates not in use are to be kept in a sealed envelope under lock and key by the Master, who is accountable for the proper use of such certificates;
   b) The Master shall make an official entry in the ship's deck logbook on every occasion the Load Line marks are changed;
   c) If that happens in a loading port the Master must ensure that before loading cargo the Load Line marks for the intended voyage are exhibited and all others painted over;
   d) When any Load Line survey is carried out, the Master shall ensure that each set of Load Line marks are verified and that all corresponding Load Line Certificates, including those not in use, are endorsed or renewed as appropriate.

5. Alterations to the Load Line marks
   a) The RO surveyor shall witness each change of marks, verify that the exhibited certificate corresponds to the marks displayed on the ship's side, seal the envelope containing the other certificates and ensure that the master makes an official entry in the ship’s deck logbook;
   b) In the event that the change of marks is scheduled for a port where a surveyor is unavailable, and upon approval of the Administration and the RO, the changes may be made under the Masters responsibility. The RO shall attend the ship at the next convenient port to survey and endorse the change in accordance with the requirements above.
6. Statutory documents

   a) Only the Load Line Certificate corresponding to the actual freeboard that the ship has been assigned shall be valid and the information, namely the ship’s deadweight, given in other certificates shall be in accordance with it;

   b) The stability booklet shall contain information relating to all the freeboards assigned for which a Load Line Certificate has been issued.

7. Safety management system

   The company’s safety management system shall include procedures to ensure that the guidance given in this circular is complied with and that the master is well familiarized with them.

8. Reporting to the Administration

   The RO shall report to the Administration in the following instances:

   a) A vessel requests assignment of multiple load lines;

   b) An initial survey is carried out and multiple Load Line Certificate(s) are issued to a ship (Copies of the certificates are to be added to this report.);

   c) Every time a ship changes load lines marks and Load Line Certificate(s).

Done in Lisbon, 27-11-2015

The Director of the Maritime Administration Services
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